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Chapter 1- Introduction
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1.1 Introduction to this guidance
The National Archives have produced this guidance to support archives in making
decisions about generating income from commercial activities. The guidance is
aimed at all types of archive and should be relevant to those in the HE, charitable
and public sector, as well as some business archives.
It provides an overview of the main issues, an outline of different income-generating
options and a series of tools to assist in planning, as well as links to other guidance
and reading which provide more detail.

1.2 What we mean by “income generation”
'Income generation' is often talked about in quite generic, broad-brush, terms. This
guidance focuses on generating income through commercial trading of goods and
services and licensing content to third parties. As such it is different from other
sources of income which are likely to be part of an archive's overall funding model,
depending on the type of organisation they are, including:



Income from voluntary fundraising, including grants from trusts and
foundations including the Lottery and Arts Council, individual giving and
sponsorship.
Income from Statutory Funders - For those archives in receipt of core funding
for the provision of archive services, and as places of deposit for public
records.

If you're talking to your colleagues about 'income generation', or a senior manager or
trustee has asked what you're doing to generate more income, be sure you're clear
you have the same understanding of what sources of income are in scope.
This guidance focuses on the most commons activities through which archives are
generating commercial income, though the list is not exhaustive.











In-house digitisation/conservation
Licensing and publishing
Events
Online/onsite retail
Catering
Filming in the search room
Storage rental
Premium research services
Records management (including public records)
Public sector ‘commissioning’

You may be conscious that particular solutions to generating more income are being
cited as 'silver bullets' or ‘quick wins’. This guidance also aims to help you deter a
rush to solutions by providing a logical process for assessing the right options for you
- and a way to articulate the likely return on investment, and manage expectations. It
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is unlikely that many archive services will be able to generate more than 20% of
revenue income from commercially generated sources.

1.3 Case studies
We have included a series of short case studies covering different aspects of the
process of developing a commercial strategy and different income-generating
activities.
To navigate straight to the case study, click on the titles.
Page

Title

Organisation

17

The process for contribution generation

The National Archives, Chris
Mumby

22

Creating a market niche for film and
media archives

MACE, James Patterson

27

Finding the right commercial partner

Churchill Archives, Allen
Packwood

30

Sheffield’s challenge

Sheffield Archives, Peter
Evans

31

Understanding the strategic contribution
of conservation

West Yorkshire Archive
Service, Shirley Jones

37

Benchmarking your fees and charges

Staffordshire, Joanna Terry

39

Making sense of all your options

Essex Record Office, Allyson
Lewis

45

Sharing the costs and benefits of
collaboration

Manchester Archives+, Kevin
Bolton

46

Working with business - the first resort

History of Advertising Trust,
James Steward
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1.4 How to use the guidance
This guidance provides a general summary of the main issues involved in making
decisions about generating income from commercial activities. Because all archives
will be starting from a different point, and dealing with a wide spectrum of challenges,
we provide an overview of the main options which will be relevant to different
services; some in-depth examples; and a series of tools to help you plan your
decision-making and delivery.
The guidance is written to provide an overview of a complex subject and you can use
it in three different ways:




Skimming the overview of each section of the guidance.
Diving into greater detail on specific issues.
Reading it in depth.

We also provide checklists for managers to use as a tool during planning and
delivery and in discussion with colleagues, as well as suggestions for further reading
and existing good practice and guidance.
This guidance is not designed to provide comprehensive answers to all the questions
you will need to ask, and should not be relied on as the sole basis for making
decisions. You should take specialist financial and legal advice, particularly about
entering into contracts and in order to understand your own responsibilities.

1.5 How the guidance was developed
The guidance was developed with assistance from archivists from a wide range of
different types of archives, with a broad spectrum of experience of commercial
income generation - from trailblazers to beginners. The guidance was designed and
drafted by Activist Group, who are specialists in commissioning and sourcing in the
public sector and income generation in the culture and heritage sectors. The Activist
team also interviewed stakeholders from a wide range of organisations. The
contributors to the guidance are acknowledged in Appendix 1.
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Chapter 2 – Assessing your
readiness
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2.1 The building blocks of a funding strategy
Overview
Income from commercial activities can become a source of revenue which helps
make your archive more sustainable. It can subsidise services which might otherwise
have to be curtailed, and can give you more freedom to make choices about where
you invest your resources for the benefit of your collections and your users in the
future.
But like any source of funding it come with its own risks and challenges, and takes
time and significant costs to develop. It’s not a quick win or a stand-alone solution.
Your commercial income strategy needs to be grounded in your wider funding
strategy, encompassing all income, in the context of your business model and in
support of your organisation’s mission.

2.2 What you need to know to get started
Like fundraising, significant costs will be incurred in generating commercial income,
and it takes time which must not be under-estimated. So it's particularly important to
understand how commercial income generation will fit into your broader funding
strategy.
If you’re under pressure to make savings, is it realistic to expect new income streams
to fill the gap within the timescale of the cuts you may be having to make?
It’s unlikely that any one commercial activity will significantly alter the balance of your
funding model, so you may be looking at developing more than one activity and
building up incrementally as you gain experience.
Example A county record office with a turnover of £700,000 has an income
generation target from commercial trading of £86,000 generated
through several different income streams.
In this section we set out to help you to:
•
•
•
•
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Develop a clear sense of your starting point. Where are you now? What is
your vision for the future? What’s coming down the road which might affect
your plans?
Understand where income generation fits within your overall funding strategy.
Analyse your costs and understand how to think about making a reasonable
return on investment or a profit, and the broader ‘contribution’ to your
organisation.
Look at the skills and capabilities within your organisation and think what you
might need to develop further.

Why income generation now?
Most of the sources of income generation we discuss in this guidance are not new.
Many archives have been doing them with more or less success, and rigour, for
years if not decades.
What is new is the wider funding environment for archives. Whether your archive is a
local authority record office, in a university or a charity, you're probably feeling the
squeeze of austerity in public funding or greater competition for grants and
donations, or both. And the options open to potential users, particularly online, mean
competition to attract visitors keeps getting tougher.
So, whether you're seeking to take control of your own destiny, or needing to
respond to threats to your current funding, increasing or broadening your income
from commercial sources may make sense. If the money you generate stays within
your service it will give you more flexibility – what is known in charities as
‘unrestricted income’ - and this will be a big advantage.
Identifying the right mix between different types of income requires an understanding
and analysis of the costs involved in generating income; the market potential; and
likely profit margin to be made. Equally, you need to consider any risks involved in
the different income-generating activities.
It's also worth remembering that although you may be trying to become more
entrepreneurial and commercially-minded, you need to keep your overall mission
and values in mind. This could mean that, although a commercial activity doesn't
make a significant difference to your bottom line, for example some limited
merchandising or catering, or discounting space hire for priority groups, there are
non-commercial benefits from the activity. Conversely, some activities may not be
consistent with your mission, or be inappropriate for your existing users and
customers.
It may be that for some archives, investing in further fundraising capacity will still
represent a better option, given the balance of costs involved, risks and likely return.
But only you will be able to decide that, having assessed your options with your
colleagues and partners.

2.3 Your strategic planning cycle
Developing a commercial strategy needs to be integrated within your wider funding
strategy and planning cycle. It could be helpful to look at this in the context of a
typical planning cycle of four phases which you might use within your organisation.
While you might start the process of planning income generation at any point during
the year, you need to think about how to engage your colleagues and senior
managers in the process and at what point you might need to think about asking for
resources and support for research, planning or investment.
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A generic planning cycle which you might be familiar with uses a four stage cyclical
process:





Analyse
Plan
Do
Review

This can be the basis for planning all your income-generating activities and we have
included one version of this at Section 5.
It’s also helpful to begin to think of the process as one of continuous business
development in your service, which analyses future prospects for growth and helps
you decide where to focus your efforts.

2.4 Thinking about your cost base
If you are going to be able to make informed decisions about what incomegenerating activities are right for your organisation, you have to understand why your
service costs what it does, i.e. your cost drivers. When you do look more closely, you
can be surprised at what you discover. Certain types of activity - or a small number
of users - might be consuming far more of your resources than you thought –
suggesting you have productive capacity which could be better used. Or you might
also have underestimated how much you should (or could) be charging for a service.
Once you have a fair idea of your cost drivers, you will be in a better position to
explore whether you are making a proper return on your expenditure. It is essential
to know, for example, whether:


Your fees and charges are sufficient to cover your costs.



The effort you need to put into generating income would more the cover the
costs involved.

It is often the case that when fees and charges are set, the only costs taken into
account are direct staff costs. Instead, the total costs of an activity could be charged;
by the time the total costs of the service are added on, the true cost might be double
that currently charged.
Of course, your organisation might choose not to charge the full cost for particular
reasons, for example in order to attract certain audiences. There might also be other
reasons why the service might choose to charge at a different level, such as the
opportunity to share services with another partner.
Crudely, there are two key concepts to be aware of when trying to work out whether
your income is covering the costs involved in doing the work:
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Key concept - full cost recovery: the total cost of the service is charged, including
all the costs - both ‘above’ the line and ‘below’ the line (i.e. both your budget and
your overheads).
Key concept - marginal cost recovery: the cost of providing additional services not
including the fixed costs that have, in effect, already been paid for, such as IT or
property.
Full cost recovery might be unrealistic if the total cost of the service includes very
high corporate recharges (which are sometimes not all that accurate). However, if
the archive service is providing a more commercial service to an external customer
(e.g. managing a company's archives), full cost recovery will probably be more
appropriate.

2.5 Understanding your costs to set the right price:
activity-based costing
There are various ways of working out what's driving your costs, but one approach
that your accountants will be familiar with is 'activity based costing' which has been
in vogue for many years, but is seldom done very well, usually because the way it's
been done has been over-complicated.
The basic idea is that you work out how you're spending your money: how much
does each bit of our service cost and is that the right balance? It's best to keep it
very simple. In the end, it's an attempt to work out roughly what we're spending our
time on; how much it really costs; and how that balance might have to change. This
means working out what the total cost of your service is (include your overheads, but
don't get too sophisticated in the way you allocate them) and then work out how your
colleagues in the service are spending their time; then divide the total cost by how
they're spending their time.
At its simplest, you could work it out from what you know. Alternatively, it might be
better to involve your colleagues in estimating how they spend their time. If you want
to get more sophisticated, ask each colleague to keep a record.
Think about the types of activity you might want to include, such as:
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Internal meetings.
Management.
Storage
Conservation.
Supporting enquiries: academic, family history, etc.
School visits
Community engagement
Adult learning
Fundraising
Building networks and supporters

Norfolk County Record Office wanted to review the charges it was making for
storage in its strong room. It undertook some detailed ‘activity-based costing’ to
establish the cost of storing each box. This involved a number of key processes. You
can see their detailed workings for this example at Appendix 2.
Step 1 – data gathering.
Step 2 – identifying activities.
Step 3 – allocating costs.
Step 4 – calculating cost of activity.

2.6 Simple activity based costing – checklist:
 Identify the types of activity your colleagues spend their time on.
 Create a spreadsheet to show the results, including your total costs and
income.
 Either collect or estimate the allocation of time for each colleague.
 Identify the proportion of each staff member's costs against these activities.
 Spread your recharges and overheads approximately over those activities.
 Allocate your income against each of the activities.
 Review the net results and the balance of your budget spent on each
activity.
 Consider what you can no longer afford to do at all (or as much of).
 Consider how you could release resources to help generate new funding.

2.7 Understanding the return on your investment
One of the key concepts which your organisation needs to understand in assessing
the right income-generating options for you is the likely ‘return on investment’. Where
you have been operating as a non-commercial service with core funding from public
or voluntary sources, with a mission for public benefit or a charitable purpose, you
may not have needed to calculate the true cost of delivering a service before.
But if the choice is between a number of income-generating options, or stopping a
service, you want to calculate the best return on investment which means you must
understand the true cost of your service against the actual income it will generate.
You might additionally want to consider non-monetary benefits of providing additional
services, for example where they improve your overall visitor experience; generate
new customers; or specifically deliver part of your mission. But you need to be clear
how such services will be sustainable in the long term.
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2.8 What can I charge for?
Private archives have considerable freedom to sell their services and engage in
trading, but charities, universities and local authorities are covered by particular
rules:












The law relating to charging and trading for local authority functions can be
complex, so you’ll need to check with your lawyers that your charging plans are
based on the authority’s legislative powers.
Local authorities can charge for some services but care must be exercised to
work out which statutory powers1 an authority is using when it seeks to impose
a charge.
Where there is no express power to charge but the authority has a discretion to
deliver a service, local authorities may decide to charge for the delivery of that
service but only on a cost recovery basis and only where there is no statutory
duty to deliver those services to an individual2 . When you’ve worked out the full
cost of a particular service, you may find that you have the potential to charge
more than you expected.
There are a few specific statutory provisions which expressly permit local
authorities to trade for profit3, but apart from these instances, if local authorities
wish to make a profit from selling their services they are must, as a prerequisite, set up a trading company. This may seem a big hurdle, but you may
find that your council already has a trading vehicle that you can make use of.
Charities and universities can make profits on trading only where the
commercial activity is in support of its primary purpose as a charity, or it falls
below the small trading tax exemption.
In other cases charities and universities normally establish a subsidiary trading
company which can covenant any profits to its parent charity without incurring
corporation tax.

You may find that your organisation already has a corporate policy on fees and
charges and there may be a lead accountant responsible who will help you to decide
the right level of charges. Of course, you will need to consider the extent to which
charging for your services interferes with your organisation's commitment to open
data or with its social policies or commitments to free access. On the other hand, if
the service's survival is at stake, those policies may need to be reviewed. While local
authority archive services, in particular, are under a duty to provide free access to
public records, this does not mean that they are under an obligation to provide free
research.

1

Some statutes will set out in clear and definitive terms precisely whether, and if so
what, local authorities can charge for a given service (known as a statutory code).
2
Section 93 of the Local Government Act 2003 and section 3 of the Localism Act
2011
3
One example is the Local Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 which allows
for trading for certain purposes by and between local authorities and other
‘designated’ public bodies.
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You will also want to consider market sensitivity to price changes, and how this
compares to other similar archives. Below we suggest some ways you can look at
benchmarking against other providers, and one important consideration to take into
account will be the ‘going rate’ for your type of archive.
In the case of university archives, ‘full cost recovery’ for services to students is
unlikely to be seen as reasonable as students will believe that they have contributed
to the archives’ core costs through their fees. However, university archives do need
to make judgements about ‘fair’ levels of charging for wider library services – this will
also need to include any charges for self-service photography which is increasingly
replacing photocopying.
Charges to non-students could reasonably be set at more commercial rates although
if trading for profit, this may need to be undertaken through the university’s trading
subsidiary. The nature of this activity and the VAT implications will need to be
considered carefully before deciding whether it is worth attempting to trade for profit.

2.9 What should I charge for as an archive?
As well as the generic corporate and legal framework for selling services, you may
be asked to consider examining all options for charging for access to your collections
and services. There will be some specific issues to address relating to archives and
some of the main examples are considered below.
Reading room access
Certain types of records should be made freely accessible – including Public
Records, council records and manorial documents. Furthermore, free access
arrangements may have been agreed with specific depositors or funders. Applying
selective charges to reading room access could be complex and time consuming,
and not practical to implement for financial or operational reasons. However, fees
and charges can be levied for a wide range of services including online access,
copies and research support (as outlined elsewhere in this guidance).
Depositors
Charging depositors for storage and the care of records is a complex process, and it
is unlikely that a flat rate system will prove to be a practical approach. Furthermore,
imposing retrospective charges on existing depositors may break deposit
agreements or alienate depositors and risk removal of their records. However, it
should be possible to negotiate agreements at the point of deposit, tailored to suit
the nature of the depositor and their financial resources. Agreements could include
an annual fee or donation; charges for specific tasks such as boxing or cataloguing;
a sponsorship agreement; or fundraising partnership. The archive could also
negotiate the assignment of intellectual property rights and copyright, so that the
archive can keep income from digitisation or the exploitation of the materials.
Re-use of public sector information
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Public sector bodies will need to ensure that any action they take to licence the reuse of their information complies with the Re-use of Public Sector Information
Regulations 2015 (S.I. 2015/1415). They should also note that Government policy
remains that, wherever possible, public sector information should be made available
for re-use under Open Government Licence terms without a charge. Where this is
not possible, the Regulations set out a framework for information re-use and lay
down standards and requirements. They include a requirement that accessible
information must be made available for re-use (most public sector bodies) or can be
made available (libraries, university libraries, archives and museums), and the
Regulations set out what activities can be charged for. The Regulations:







Define public sector bodies and re-use.
Set out various exclusions from the Regulations.
Establish how requests for re-use must be made and how public sector
bodies must deal with them.
Say what conditions, terms and charges apply, and regulate exclusive
arrangements.
List what information must be published.
Make arrangements for complaints procedures and enforcement.

Public sector bodies are expected to have a clear understanding of their own public
task to be able to apply the Regulations correctly. Detailed guidance on how to
comply with the Regulations and on defining public task is available from The
National Archives website.
Filming
Many archives will have some opportunity to earn income from production
companies filming in their buildings or searchroom, although unless you are based in
a heritage building, it may be difficult to build a significant pro-active income stream
from this. You can get a reasonable idea of the usual scale of location filming
charges from company websites (e.g. www.filmoffice.co.uk); about £500-£1000 per
day for educational/documentary and more for dramas and feature films is common.
Some councils and large organisations may have teams to deal with film and TV
companies and existing scales of charges in place so it’s worth checking with your
colleagues or peers.
It may also be worth aligning image reproduction fees for use by production
companies to comparable scales in the museum sector, many museums have
published scales of charges that could be useful comparators.
You could also consider registering with film location agencies, as it may lead to
bookings for film or TV work, although bear in mind that fitting a film crew in with
normal operations may be disruptive and costly in terms of staff time.

2.10 Having a culture for commerce
As well as corporate or regulatory rules governing how non-commercial
organisations sell services, equally important will be the culture in which you operate
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and the skills you have to draw on. You may be familiar already with conducting a
skills analysis among your team or for your board of trustees. If you’re embarking on
more commercial income generation this is an important step.
Commercial income generation will require a culture of entrepreneurialism, and
seeing your services from the perspective of potential customers. But additionally
you will need skills in marketing and finance, as well as skills specific to activities like
retail, catering and event management. You may be able to work in partnership with
other organisations to share skills, or sub-contract to specialist suppliers.
You may have skills or experience among staff, volunteers and trustees of which you
weren’t aware, or can tap such skills among colleagues in other parts of your
organisation if you’re in a local authority, university or larger museum, for example.
You should also analyse the culture, policies and processes within your organisation
to understand what might support income generation or what might be a barrier to
success.

Checklist: assessing your readiness
 Do you have a shared understanding about the drivers for income
generation?
 Are you clear what type(s) of income generation are under consideration?
 Have you accounted for any limits which public access to information places
on options for income generation?
 Have you developed a holistic funding strategy including fundraising?
 Will you be able to generate the income in the timeframe your strategy
requires?
 Do you understand the costs involved in generating income currently and
potential new sources?
 Have you calculated what a reasonable return on investment would be?
 Do you understand your skills gaps and have a strategy for filling them and
developing an entrepreneurial culture?
Further Reading
LGA 2012, Enterprising councils - Getting the most from trading and charging. See
link.
Charities and Trading - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charities-and-trading
Activist Group, ‘Financial Planning’
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The National Archives ‘Fundraising for Archives’ Toolkit
TNA Guidance on Re-using Public Sector Information

Case study 1: The process for contribution generation
Organisation
The National Archives
Summary
The Digitisation Services team at TNA digitises its own and other people's content as part
of its public task and also as a commercial service. TNA digitise approx. 8 million pages of
content per year so have built considerable experience across a huge range of material
and formats. This experience has been vital when looking at digitisation of other
institutions’ collections.
Scope
Chris Mumby, Head of Digitisation Services, explains the process used to structure and
plan projects (the same principles could broadly be applied to any commercial activity).
"We have a four stage process which begins with researching and establishing the
customer requirements. Heritage material is generally inconsistent in nature so it's
dangerous to make assumptions. When you open an archive box you seldom get a nice
surprise - more likely a challenge! The extent of this investigation is always balanced by
the value of the project - don’t over engineer!”
Chris continues “Stage two involves building workflows to deliver requirements within the
prescribed budget and timeframe. Be clear on productivity levels - in a standard day, most
people will put in approx. 4 hours of productive work. Targets need to reflect real life, not
assumed expectations.
“The third stage is delivery, during which regular monitoring and reporting are key to
success. The final stage encompasses lessons learned and project evaluation, important
in order to improve and refine processes for next time.”
What's unique
Digitisation is labour intensive, so costs are high. TNA look at not just the top line income
generated by activity but also the net contribution (what’s left after costs) to truly evaluate
the value of activity to the wider organisation.
Results
The cost to begin a digitisation service is high (equipment and skilled people). However, if
they are already in place (even on a small scale) and costs are properly understood this
can be a way generate income and enhance reputation. It also builds contacts and
relationships within the sector which will have a wider value to the organisation.
Key learning points
“Don’t assume content holders know everything about their collections, do sampling and
surveys. Managing customer expectations can be hard and take skill, ensure you are able
to do this professionally.”
For further information
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http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/commercial/digitisation.htm

Chapter 3 – Understanding your
options
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3.1 Overview
Most archives have many different assets from which they are or could be
generating income. But because of the costs involved, and often the time it will take
to generate the income, it's crucial to analyse your opportunities in detail and think
about the specific challenges which your archive will face. There is a cost involved in
each option so you need to choose where to focus your effort. You can’t do
everything at once or will end up failing.

3.2 Mapping your assets
You need to start by asking which of your assets has most value to potential
customers. Typically, you might break down your assets between:




The content of your collections.
The skills and knowledge of your staff and volunteers.
Your buildings and spaces.

You also need to consider what level of control you have over your assets and
whether relationships with other parts of your organisation or with depositors may
influence how you assess the income generation potential of your assets.
You also need to consider whether any income you derive from your services will
return to your archive service. You may not want to divert productive fundraising
capacity towards commercial income generation if the revenue can't be invested in
the future of your service, particularly if you’re in a charity or university.

3.3 Developing a market position
Whatever the strength of your assets, you then need to understand them within the
context of the market for those services, and engage in some research to establish
what the market opportunity might be, and develop a clear market position.
Some of your services will be very specific to archives, and your collections in
particular; others may exploit similar skills or technology in different organisations, or
be very generic to any building-based organisation. Given the competition, could you
add further value to what's on offer elsewhere? What is your USP that will make you
stand out from the crowd?

3.4 Exploring collaboration
A clear understanding of your position within the market will quickly lead you to the
question of whether you should be doing it on your own. Collaboration offers a wide
range of benefits whether through working with commercial partners, in consortia of
archives or with academic or heritage institutions. You can share the costs and risks,
pool skills and experience and focus on your individual strengths. For archives with
only one or two staff members, collaboration will be an essential tool. Many of the
case studies presented in this guide offer different collaborative models to explore.
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3.5 Setting realistic expectations
When assessing all your options you need to set realistic expectations for when you
might see a return on your investment and how significant the return might be. You
should particularly think about the lead-in times and speed to market for each one –
essentially how long it takes to get each idea off the ground. Depending on whether
your strategy is driven more by short-term cost savings or long-term strategy, you
will want to consider the balance between what you can do immediately, and what
you and your colleagues expect to mature later on.
You will also have to set realistic expectations about your profitability, depending on
the size and assets of your archive, and your customer base. It may not be possible
for smaller archives, at least working alone, to match the reach or productivity of
larger institutions in services like digitisation or provision of research.

3.6 Other issues to consider
Tax issues and VAT
Tax issues are complex and a potential minefield. You will need to be clear about
which commercial activities should be subject to VAT and which are exempt. You will
also need to be clear about the potential for corporation tax to be payable on any
profits. HMRC provides information on the types of goods and services that are
subject to VAT and on the specific tax rules applying to charities. However, to ensure
that you are not getting yourself or your organisation into trouble, you must take
advice on the tax details from your accountants as your specific tax accounting
arrangements will vary from organisation to organisation.
Commercial operations in a non-commercial environment
You may have a great product with realistic ambitions about the return on
investment, but operating a commercial activity within an organisation whose
mission, structure and processes are designed for public services or charitable
purposes can be challenging. Marketing your services through a council or university
website might be a leap for your potential customers and very few have the in-house
skills or systems to compete with the commercial or even wider heritage and leisure
sectors. Crucially, you need to have access to appropriate online sales and
payments systems to make the customer experience and accounting processes run
smoothly.
Contract negotiation and procurement
Depending on the type of organisation you sit in, you may have to work within strict
rules for procuring services and negotiating contracts. If your organisation has a
procurement team or specialist, you need to engage with them early on to
understand how these rules will affect your potential options and how any
partnerships may operate.
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IP and copyright
Archives managers will be familiar with considering issues of IP and copyright over
their collections. When considering commercial activities using collections, working
with depositors and copyright holders will be important. The National Archives has
produced guidance to help archives adopt a risk-based approach to issues including
Orphans to enable you to manage acceptable levels of risk while conforming to
regulatory rules.
Skills
Specialist skills are often required in taking products successfully to a commercial
market. While it’s tempting to think you can become an expert on everything,
realistically, you need to focus on your core services, having a strong approach to
developing your evidence base to support your strategy and decision-making, and
work with partners or commercial suppliers to enhance your skills, particularly for
technology.

Checklist: understanding your options
 Have you made an assessment of all your assets to determine your best
prospects for income generation?
 Have you conducted market research to assess the potential for each option?
 Have you considered the main challenges for your archive in delivering each
option?
 Have you engaged with your staff and stakeholders, partners and peers to
research good practice and what the pitfalls might be?
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Case study 2 – Creating a niche in film and media archives
Organisation
MACE is the regional film and video archive for the East and West Midlands, based at the
University of Lincoln since 2011, and is a registered charity. It cares for over 70,000 moving
images of the Midlands. MACE also provides help and access for people that are looking for
film, and for those needing advice on how to care for moving images.
Summary
MACE run a small team of 7.5 FTE, who each recognise the relationship between cultural
and commercial responsibility. 1 FTE deals solely with sales, and another 1 FTE handles
finance and marketing. A lot of work takes place to handle rights - MACE will negotiate sets
of permissions and understandings with rights holders before taking a new product to market.
MACE consider whether or not to charge for some things in the spirit of being a public
service, but the team needs to generate funds to survive. A price card is used as a starting
point for negotiating sales on a case-by-case basis with customers and hourly rates are
charged for the use of MACE equipment.
Scope
Without core funding, MACE receive a grant of c. £60,000 from the BFI each year and are
very grateful for the ongoing support and goodwill of the University of Lincoln, and aim to
make themselves an indispensable asset to them. MACE recognise the changes required in
the balance of funding they work from, aiming to earn an ambitious 50% of what is needed to
run the service, working out in the region of £150,000 a year. The team don't have money to
run new projects unless they generate an income.
What's unique
MACE sell moving picture and video clips to a variety of different markets. This can range
from archive DVDs of TV footage for private individuals to selling short pieces to TV
companies for much larger negotiated fees. DVD publishing of items from the MACE
collections contributes a steady income of around £5,000 a year from primarily museum
audiences. MACE have cultivated strong working relationships with serious researchers and
offer detailed research support to teams working on longer term TV projects, building on the
team's strength and knowledge of their collections. Several of the MACE team have had their
job descriptions amended to respond to the change in emphasis now required to operate
commercially.
Results
MACE now generates more income than it receives in grants from the BFI. Last year, it
earned upwards of £80,000, and with a target of £100,000 to achieve by 2017. There is a
clear market for moving images, and despite the levels of competition they face from highly
organised commercial players - such as Getty, British Pathe and ITN Source - MACE have
carved themselves a niche within the market, in spite of being comparatively small in size.
MACE are now in the process of developing a new database and website to help customers
locate content more easily online, market the collections and make online payments easier.
Key learning point
James Patterson, Director of MACE says "Adopting a new mindset - a hybrid of being both
public servant and commercial - is critical. Then review yourselves critically - what do you
have to offer and how can you market yourselves?”.
For further information
James Patterson, Director, MACE, E: jpatterson@lincoln.ac.uk / www.macearchive.org
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3.7 Overview of commercial income generation sources
Activity

Benefits

Risks /
Challenges

Examples

Licensing digital
images to
commercial
publishers.





Takes time to
realise
income.

The National
Archives



Need to
understand
risk-based
approach to
IPR.



Be aware of
your options don’t get
caught into
contracts in
perpetuity.



Archive
should retain
IPR.







Licensing involves
a commercial
agreement with a
third party to
digitise and make
available content.
Licenses allow
third parties to
generate value
from metadata
created.
Typically 10 year
contracts.

Can be a mixture of
up-front fee and
royalties.
Events using an
archive's key assets
or working with
partners, which
generate income
through ticketing and
associated sales.

Retail of goods and
merchandising either
on site or online.
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Improving
access by
bringing
remote users
worldwide to
your records.
Saving on
preservation
and scanning
costs
internally.



Returning
valuable
royalty
income.



Generating
reasonable
profit margin.






Focusing on
strengths of
an archive,
including
collections,
buildings and
staff skills
and
knowledge.





Working in
partnership
with others.





Potentially
leading to
fundraising
opportunities.

Marketing
challenge –
how to reach
the right
people



Enhancing
visitor
experience



Generates
low profit
margins.

Conduct
Audience
research understand
the
willingness of
different
groups to pay
for events.

York
Gloucestershire

The Postal
Museum

Activity

Provision of catering
service as part of
core offer (not just
events).

Benefits

Risks /
Challenges



Attracting
new visitors





Utilising
spare space

Needs stock
management
and turnover.



Establish
processes for
buying and
stock control.



Requires
skills in
merchandisin
g, marketing
and display



Uses a lot of
space.



Difficult
without
electronic
payment and
sales



Understand
VAT etc.

Can add
significant
value to
visitor
experience.



Profit margins Black Cultural
Archives
extremely
low.



Market
research.

Engaging
new
audiences
beyond core
archive users.



Resistance
among core
users to
expensive
service.



High street
competition.



Requires upfront
investment.



Needs
facilities and
equipment
management
and
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Examples

Activity

Benefits

Risks /
Challenges

Examples

maintenance.

Filming in the archive
and search room.



Generating
good return
on
investment.



Raising
profile and
generating
publicity.

Providing storage to
other organisations
on a commercial
basis.



Utilising
spare storage
capacity.



Involving
flexible terms.

Premium research
services which
include historical
research, writing,
curation and advice
either for individuals
or archive-holding
organisations and
companies.



Potentially
generating a
significant
contribution
to staff time
and
overheads.

Records
management,
including public
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High value for
archival and
consultancy
skills.



Potential for
developing
long-term
projects and
partnerships.



Staying close
to 'core' skills.



Utilising core
archive skills.



High level of
regulation,
health and
safety



Hidden staff
costs of
supervision.



Disruption to
normal
services.



Terms for
additional
services
including
retrieval or
records
management.

Norfolk Record
Office



Challenge of
developing
targeted
marketing.

History of
Advertising Trust



Set costs and
pricing
correctly.



To forecast a
reasonable
ROI

Oxfordshire
County Council

Sheffield City
Archives

Activity

Benefits

records



Provision of
consultancy services
for publicly funded
education, learning,
community
engagement and
other services
through a commercial
contract –
‘commissioning’.
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Bringing
contribution
back into
support
services.



Potential
market in
public,
voluntary and
private
sectors.



Developing
additional
services.



Using key
skills among
staff.



Developing
partnerships.



Positioning
your archive
locally.



Understandin
g local
procurement
and funding
structures

Risks /
Challenges

Examples

considering
overheads.


Management
of customer
expectations.



Project
management.



Requires very
high
investment of
time to
develop
opportunities.



Size of
contracts can
be very small
for
investment of
time.



Structures of
commissionin
g and
consortiabuilding are
complex.

The National
Archives
Guidance on
Commissioning

Case study 3 – Finding the right commercial partner
Organisation
The Churchill Archives Centre (CAC) was built in 1973, within the grounds of Churchill
College, Cambridge, to house Sir Winston Churchill's papers, and has grown to include
the papers of other prominent UK politicians, public figures and scientists. It includes airconditioned reading rooms, a strong room, and a sophisticated conservation laboratory.
The mission of the Centre is to preserve and provide access to the unique materials in its
care. It sees itself as a self-funding part of Churchill College, funded by endowments,
philanthropy and new income generation streams.
Summary
Whilst they do not face the same pressures as local government in terms of funding,
CAC's costs have grown as the size of its collection and staff numbers have expanded. A
mature fundraising strategy including endowments and philanthropy and grants is
combined with overtly commercial income. In one case, CAC until recently looked after the
archive of another organisation on a temporary basis in return for an annual payment.
However, CAC's most significant collection are the Churchill papers, microfilmed and
digitised in commercial agreement with Bloomsbury, who sell the complete edition to other
research libraries and universities. CAC gets preservation and access copies, and a
royalty income stream (through the Trust which owns the papers on behalf of the Nation).
Scope
The Churchill collection is one of the centre's key assets for exploitation, but the
collection's intellectual property rights are not straightforward, and involve the Churchill
Estate and Crown Copyright. Once CAC established the overall rights within the
collection, they identified what they could exploit and within what parameters, before
deciding a strategy for marketing them. Whilst image capture and storage costs have on
the whole reduced, thanks to technological advances, there are significant costs involved
in administering a copyright clearance process - something for colleagues to be aware of.
What's unique
CAC couldn't afford to digitise the Churchill collection themselves, so they went out to
tender to find a commercial publishing partner. The partner had to accept responsibility for
rights clearance, though CAC had to police this. CAC chose to work with Bloomsbury, a
flexible and imaginative publisher who demonstrated to them the potential for how the
papers could be exploited in different ways in the form of an online offer, learning modules
and a comprehensive catalogue. In addition to this, CAC works closely with donors
supporting the centre, forming strong mutual relationships that have resulted in a network
of annual payments that contribute towards funding its work.
Results
As it looks to the future, the Centre sees more potential for developing income streams
based on digital sales, such as photographic sales and its World War 2 collection. CAC is
digitising more of its key albums and exploring a partnership with a literary agent to sell
these through a dedicated website. CAC's partnership with Bloomsbury helps them
significantly with marketing their Churchill offer to prospective buyers.
Key learning point
Allen Packwood, Director of the Centre, says: "In order to generate commercial income,
you need to be working with a commercial partner, offering you significant expertise. You
can do things to earn small change - but to work commercially - you must think bigger."
For further information
Allen Packwood, Director, Churchill Archives Centre: https://www.chu.cam.ac.uk/archives/
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3.8 Licensing for archives – top tips from The National
Archives
The National Archives has developed a structured approach to exploiting its
collections which includes direct delivery of projects which require close collection
management, through to Licensing to partners where projects are commercially
viable. Here they set out some of the main benefits and risks associated with this
approach and suggest some key steps to follow.
What are the drivers for the licensing approach?
Licensing represents a new online industry for the UK. It is estimated as a total
market of almost £100m revenue per year, and the market for genealogy research
continues to grow.
The scale of the challenge is to digitise over 175kms of shelving and 11 million
catalogue entries. Costs are much lower in the private sector where companies also
have greater expertise in areas like marketing.
What’s in it for each partner?
Commercial partners want name and place-rich resources which are most
marketable and have local or regional relevance, especially mapping.
The archive secures non-exclusive contracts that are simple to manage and ensure
revenue-sharing. It can also be relatively quick to delivery and simple to run multiple
projects simultaneously.
How does licensing work?
Licensing is governed by Contract not copyright law, usually involving fixed term
agreements (10 years), with a mixture of Royalty income or fixed fees (standard
rates are 10-18+%).
Importantly, the owner retains IP in in the images – the commercial partner secures
IP in the transcription and metadata.
Commercial partners will require useful information about the records, including the
number of images, formats, and any handling issues. They will need guidelines on
optimal data fields for capture and search. They will also need to understand any key
marketing messages and be interested in cross-marketing/cross-searching
opportunities.
Archives also need to offer individual supplier sessions with material and collection
experts, and allow suppliers time to analyse and prepare a bid, with an opportunity to
discuss and refine bids during assessment phase.
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3.9 Issues to consider
Skills and capacities within your team or brought in from external specialists need to
enable the following functions and processes:
•
•
•
•

A Licensing professional to negotiate licences and co-ordinate
scanning/beta testing/user queries/onsite provision
An overall strategy which enables departments (document production,
facilities, records knowledge, IT, collection care, marketing/press) to prioritise
licensed projects
The capability to manage contract and rights issues
Staff identified with Marketing and press responsibility with remit to cooperate with commercial partners

3.10 A model to share benefits
Licensing offers a model in which both archives and licencees benefit and add value
for your customers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Companies improve their product range and consumer choice.
Archives gain investment in preservation, access & income.
Both parties encourage user contributions and interactivity.
Both parties agree Co-branding/marketing, and share press and media
coverage.
Provides free onsite provision, a free showroom and expert product demos
Offers potential to build consortia for disseminated collections (e.g.
assizes) – allowing a simpler user experience and greater bargaining strength.

Case study 4 – Sheffield's challenge
Organisation
Sheffield City Archives (SCA), Records Management and Local Studies Library
Summary
SCA's income generation challenge is reducing the gap between annual spend and the
budget received from the local authority. Almost 100% of their funding is from the council,
but this is reducing in line with wider reductions, whilst demand continues to increase.
Scope
SCA's main income lines are reprographics, the use of its reading rooms and (contracted
out) research service. Its online image library works well, with customers buying prints,
handled by a third party who take a royalty per sale. The service just about covers its
costs c. £7,500. SCA are developing a new fundraising framework, ensuring that
fundraising does not get in the way of providing archiving services and guidance. The
Records Management Service generates a significant surplus (£45k) though this is used
to offset budget pressures in other parts of the Library service rather than invest in the
Archives and Heritage Group. There is the potential to offer the service to customers
outside of the Council to generate ‘real’ income.
What's unique
SCA's Picture Sheffield service is popular, with over 40,000 visitors per year. Adding a
"donate" button to the website has generated a trickle of additional income, but there is
recognition that customers need to be offered something very specific and targeted such
as seeing specific items added to the site when donation targets are reached. Selling
through the council website has been problematic, with the advertisement of council
services jarring with the presentation of a welcoming SCA retail offer. The team is
developing a commercial brochure of images for licensing. SCA are exploring the use of
eBay to sell reproduction prints, though are facing challenges from colleagues to get
PayPal seen as a secure payment mechanism. Importantly, SCA have made the decision
not to sell surplus books or resources, due to the reputational risk associated with this.
Results
SCA are proud of the costings template they use for assessing the investment required to
launch a new idea. There is the recognition that you need to invest to launch a new
venture. The legal advice SCA acquired may be useful in the long run to a number of
other LAs, as the limits of the Localism Act and financial regulations may inhibit what is
viable for council-run archive services to exploit commercially. VAT has also been a
consideration - both UK and overseas income have been generated by SCA, but not
without complications. SCA have had the support of legal and finance teams, and are now
much better advised when it comes to handling income.
Key learning point
Pete Evans, Archives and Heritage Manager says: "As a sector, we do tend to work in
isolation. Libraries aren’t particularly retail-focused environments - people don't often
come here solely to spend money - so whilst some income generation ideas may look
good on the surface, on the reality do they actually deliver a profit? It is very difficult to
move from a public servant approach to the idea of selling commercially. We need to think
more about how we place our products - should we be marketing high-end top class
specialities - or cheap quick win items?"
For further information
Pete Evans, Archives and Heritage Manager, E: Pete.Evans@sheffield.gov.uk /
www.sheffield.gov.uk/libraries/archives-and-local-studies.html
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Case study 5: Understanding the strategic contribution of
conservation
Organisation
West Yorkshire Archive Service
Summary
West Yorkshire Archive Service has seen its conservation business change over recent
years. They are realistic about the ability to generate a net profit on some of the work
involved, but it makes a significant contribution to their work in several areas, and they
see opportunities for future expansion.
Scope
West Yorkshire Archive Service’s Conservation service drives a lot of what is marketed,
although it isn't the biggest income stream in the organisation. It supports its other moneymakers, which include digitisation royalties, reprographics and records management.
Work on collections for external clients - things like cleaning, repair and packaging of
items - has declined over recent years as budgets have shrunk. Much work is projectbased and often generated through grants. There is also emergency repair and rescue
work. Their local presence and outreach work generates some business from members of
the public and local organisations like schools and clubs.
What's unique
One major caveat is the investment of time needed. It's difficult to generate a profit at real
cost for the service, particularly as the market value of individual items may be low. They
are contracted to a local university to provide conservation services for a collection,
Shirley Jones, Head of Conservation, says, "You need to know how to prioritise time
against resources". Project work gets people focused on conservation treatments and
introduces new conservators, whereas people are less willing to pay for routine
maintenance as the returns are not immediately visible.
Results
They are planning to overcome capacity issues which currently limit the expansion of their
conservation work. For example, when they move into a new building this year
environmental monitoring and storage advice using telemetric data loggers will be
possible, and they are developing a business case for investing in this. Bespoke
packaging is another opportunity, as well as delivering training and talks, where they get a
lot of approaches and can build a good reputation. Shirley says "We know there is a
demand for it. The commercial model already exists. This could lead to more collections
work, for instance preservation advice - interpretation of data - is good use of our
expertise and can help clients. This could lead to further products being offered."
Key learning points
Shirley says that "External work is good to challenge your standards and keep them high understanding customer expectations and requirements, justifying what you do and what it
costs. We're audited now and then, which is a healthy discipline for local authorities."
For further information
Shirley Jones, Head of Conservation, E: Shirley.Jones@wyjs.org.uk
/ www.archives.wyjs.org.uk/archives-conservation.asp
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Chapter 4 – Making the case
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4.1 Overview
Once you have researched the options under consideration you will probably need to
go through some kind of formal approval process with your senior managers or
governance board, be it charity trustees, Committee members or elected members.
You will also need to provide information and data to help inform those decisions and
be ready to justify your recommendations and priorities. In this section, we look at
the key steps in conducting an option appraisal and developing a business case for
your preferred option.

4.2 Making the choice: option appraisal
Given all the challenges and risks associated with the different income-generating
activities outlined in the previous section, an option appraisal process enables your
organisation to make a considered judgement on the right approach for the future,
allowing a review of all the many choices on offer; an assessment of the evidence for
and against each of the choices; and a choice to be made based on a transparent
comparison. However, the process of conducting an option appraisal will need to be
carefully designed. In this section we examine three key steps:
•
•
•

Deciding on the scope of the appraisal.
Defining the appraisal process.
Setting the evaluation criteria.

We also provide a checklist of issues to test in the option appraisal.

4.3 Being clear about the scope of the appraisal
First, you will need to decide on the scope of the appraisal. Most option appraisals
will also evaluate other potential options, including an ‘as-is’ option. You may also
want to include an option which invests resources in fundraising as opposed to
commercial income generation.
Defining the appraisal process
Second, the appraisal process will need to be established. Who will be involved in
the option appraisal: will trustees or Elected Members be asked to endorse the
evaluation criteria; will the public be involved or other stakeholders; what level of
evidence will be acceptable; and who will conduct the appraisal?
Setting the evaluation criteria
Third, a set of evaluation criteria will need to be established with which to assess
each of the options. These will be determined by your previous assessment of your
funding drivers and financial strategy.
The evaluation criteria might be formed from the following ingredients:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market potential.
Speed to market.
Any up-front investment required to establish begin new activities.
Confidence level of meeting income generation target.
Regulatory, legal and tax implications.
The potential impacts and risks associated with each option.
Skills and capabilities to deliver.

The criteria will then need to be weighted, reflecting your organisation’s priorities.
Once all three steps are in place, the option appraisal can be undertaken. This will
require:
•
•
•

Long-listing and short-listing the options. In the work of the project on market
analysis and service design, the principal options will have emerged.
Clarifying the assumptions used to support the evaluation of each option.
Confirming the preferred option. It is possible that one option emerges as the
preferred solution, although other options or permutations may need to be
considered and researched further before a final choice is made.

Key to an effective decision-making process is making sure that the assumptions in
the cost-benefit analysis are realistic. The assumptions for and against each option
need to be tested and validated. A single assumption that is overly optimistic or
pessimistic could skew the appraisal unfairly, with lasting consequences.

4.4 Checklist of areas to test in option appraisal
 Opportunities for innovation: have other options been properly explored?
 The potential for income generation: how realistic are the estimates; have
similar levels been achieved elsewhere; what investment is needed to make it
possible; and what resources and skills are needed?
 The cost of procurement and contracting: have the costs been included of
preparing for any procurement process and seeing it through to conclusion
and finalising the contracts?
 Overall project costs: do you have the in-house skills and resources
needed, and if not, have external costs, including consultancy and legal
support, been included?
 Opportunity costs: do income projections take a realistic account of the time
required to set up new activities or attract customers?
 Policy constraints: have the assumptions made about the acceptability of
different options been properly tested with politicians, trustees or other
stakeholders?
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 Costs of optimism: have the costs and benefits of each option been properly
challenged? Has enthusiasm for one option led to bias influencing the
assumptions behind the others?
 Assessing impact: are any of the options likely to have a particularly adverse
impact on members of the community and can these be mitigated?
The temptation is to try to achieve a level of detail in the option appraisals that is
definitive, anticipating every eventuality and predicting future costs and benefits with
complete certainty. This is, of course, an unrealistic expectation. Instead, an option
appraisal requires balanced judgements based on reasonable assumptions.
However, this does not mean that a project is ready to proceed following the option
appraisal - all the assumptions need to be refined and tested further and captured in
a realistic business case.

4.5 Planning: the business case
Once the option appraisal has been undertaken, the business case can begin to be
prepared. The business case is a formal document that is used to confirm whether a
project is worth pursuing.
Generally, an outline business case will be developed following the option appraisal,
setting out the costs and benefits of the preferred option and the assumptions behind
them. These will then be researched and tested further until a full business case can
be developed which will enable the organisation to make its final decision on whether
to proceed. The level of detail involved will vary depending on your resources and on
the complexity and potential financial impact of the project.
The principles underlying a business case are that:
•
•
•
•
•

The project fits with the strategy of the organisation.
That it represents good value for money.
That it is commercially viable.
That it is affordable within the organisation’s resources.
That the organisation has the management capability to deliver it.

If the project has been delivered effectively so far, much of the evidence and material
needed to develop the business case will already have been created or will be in the
process of being developed during your initial research and option appraisal.
A business case is not a business plan
The business case will help your organisation to decide whether or not to proceed
with your preferred commercial option. It will include a set of financial assumptions.
The business case is an evaluation tool. It is not the same as the business plan for
the project.
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4.6 Benchmarking your costs and pricing
Because the archive sector is very diverse and charging for services has developed
from quite a non-commercial starting point, there is often a very broad spectrum of
charging for the same type of service. For instance, in one benchmarking exercise
looking at storage charges, an archive discovered that archives were charging
between £2.15 and £637.00 per cubic metre, and averaging £155.51 per cubic
metre.
Benchmarking can therefore be a crucial tool in developing a realistic plan for
increasing income and generating support for your proposal. You should consider
where you sit within the market and the sensitivity of your customers to price
changes. In the case study below, Staffordshire Record Office was careful to
compare prices among similar local authority archive services, and compare these to
a small number of different types of archive.
Benchmarking your costs may be more challenging as sharing sensitive information
is inherently difficult, and it's often difficult to compare staffing or other 'below the line'
costs which may have a significant effect on the true cost of providing a service.
However, many archives are now collaborating in a range of partnerships to improve
services, reduce costs and form consortia for bidding for contracts, and this is may
be an opportunity to share information on a confidential basis.

4.7 Being able to counter unrealistic proposals
Archive managers will be familiar with scenarios where it’s suggested by a Finance
Committee or charity trustee that tough savings or income targets be met through
extending charging, or income generated through image sales, or hiring out a gallery
space for receptions. This can be most challenging in times of new leadership where
relationships have yet to be established. If you haven’t had the opportunity to explain
to new stakeholders the work of the archive, or people haven’t engaged before, how
can you counter unrealistic proposals?
Analysis of your service is crucial: separating out emotional arguments from
evidence about what works. You need facts to support your argument, rather than
being defensive about your collections or the way things have been done in the past.
You’ll need to find out:





Is the proposal backed up by data and evidence?
Are there examples from elsewhere that people have tried or succeeded with?
What would be the key success factors in making the idea successful?
Have the costs and time in generating a return been fully appreciated?

You can be confident in arguing that it will be difficult for any archive service to
generate more than 20% of its revenue budget from commercially-drive income, and
it will require exploitation of a number of smaller revenue streams to reach your
target.
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Case study 6: Benchmarking your fees and charges
Organisation
Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent Joint Archive Service
Summary
Like all local authority archives, Staffordshire is under constant pressure to operate on
reducing budgets. Joanna Terry, Head of Archives and Heritage, with her colleagues, has
been benchmarking their fees and charges against peers in the sector for a decade to
drive improvement in performance and increase income.
Scope
Staffordshire updates its benchmarking data every year, looking at about a dozen similar
archive services, across all fees and charges. Because they are a jointly funded service
by County and City - which review and set their charges, it's really important to have this
data to compile their annual review which recommends changes.
The management team involves front line staff who assess whether the market will take it
and what the effect will be. Staffordshire's current income generation target is about 10%
of its total budget.
What's unique
Having a detailed knowledge of comparable service’s charges over time arms you to
justify yourself to decision-makers. It's also vital in helping staff understand that this
income makes up the budget for the service, and that time incurred on supporting users
needs to be accounted for, or will result in reductions elsewhere.
Joanna says "Our staff come up with really good ideas, for example one archive assistant
realised we were missing an opportunity to charge for the search time for baptism
certificates, and worked out the charging regime based on the costs involved and our
benchmarking data."
Results
One example of the results is the restructuring of photography charges by time rather than
per image, based on frontline feedback.
Key learning point
"Think of the customer. Some people's fees and charges look really complicated. When
we revised and simplified ours we got more orders in."
"Involve your staff - at the end of the day they have to deal with any negative reaction to
charges, and if they've not been involved in setting charges they may feel uncomfortable
about administering them."
For further information
http://www.staffordshire.gov.uk/leisure/archives/
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Check list - making the decision
 Have you established the scope, process and evaluation criteria for your
option appraisal?
 Are you confident that the assumptions in the appraisal are realistic, within
reasonable margins for error?
 Have you evaluated your chosen option through a business case?
 Have you considered the views of all stakeholders and users in making your
decision?
 Do you know how to prioritise your sales efforts?
Further Reading
Further guidance on developing a business case:
The National Archives, ‘In A Spin’, 2014
ARA, ‘Financial Planning Module’, Fundraising for Archives programme
HM Treasury, Public Sector Business Cases Using the Five Case Model
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Case study 7 - Making sense of all your options
Organisation
Essex Record Office (ERO) is the county’s central repository for resources about the
history of the county, its people and buildings.
Summary
With significant cuts looming, the decision was made for ERO to aspire to double its
proportion of external income to two thirds of its revenue budget. The strategy for
achieving this encompassed both increasing existing sources, such as conference
facilities, subscription services, reprographics and use of ERO's research rooms, and
developing new opportunities.
Scope
ERO analysed all their activities and completed an initial appraisal which identified 9
workstreams with potential to increase income. They selected options which could
generate most income quickly, without too much difficulty and could be started soonest,
alongside other workstreams which involved capital investment or staff time to generate a
return.
A two-year business plan was developed, with the support of council directors.
Workstreams include more aggressive marketing of subscription services (in North
America in particular), increasing their conference capacity and offering digitisation
services. ERO have also worked hard to develop their client base beyond the council,
reviving the amount of private sector work that their conservation team undertakes. ERO
also collaborate closely with registration services to store registers and issue certificates,
and provide targeted learning development to schools and universities. Finally, ERO are
focused on increasing their commercial archiving storage offer.
What's unique
ERO is determined not to cut staff as they are the main income-generating resource. With
the two-year business plan in place, the initial six months saw a lot of preparation work,
including the introduction of a new marketing manager and education officer to facilitate
the income generation ambitions.
ERO have had strong support from the council's change team to help then grow and
develop, bringing in a marketing consultant to explore the potential for theoretical future
markets and identifying new areas to examine.
Results
ERO are also collaborating with other record offices to promote themselves more strongly
in markets with links to Essex, especially North America and New Zealand. ERO are also
exploring the potential for delivering archive services for other councils. Allyson Lewis,
Senior Archivist, points out that these early conversations are difficult, as there are many
options available to people, and the consultation processes are lengthy.
Key learning point
Allyson says: "We respect our fellow professionals in our field. Regional collaboration
would be something to expand upon - everyone is in the same situation needing to make
savings. In order to survive, we need to work better together."
For further information
Allyson Lewis, Archivist, Essex Record Office, E: Allyson.Lewis@essex.gov.uk /
www.essexrecordoffice.co.uk
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Chapter 5 – Delivering your plan
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5.1 Overview of the key steps
Whether you’re using a business plan for your activity or not, having a clear process
for planning its delivery will enable you and your colleagues and partners to track
progress and report. If you’ve carried out an option appraisal and developed a
business case, much of this information will already be at hand. You also need to
think about the disciplines required for continuous business development, marketing
and focusing your resources between sales opportunities.

5.2 Developing a business plan
You may already have an organisational business plan, particularly if you're a
separate charity or part of a larger heritage organisation. But if you're embarking on
significant new income generation activities it is worth considering whether your
current systems are robust enough to support your delivery, monitoring and
accountability for them.
A large commercial project may require its own business plan, in which case you
need to consider the time and skills necessary to prepare one. If you don’t have
these capabilities in your team, can other colleagues in your organisation help, or
would you need outside expertise to help you develop one, and if so would the cost
of this be affordable?
One approach is to use a four-stage cyclical framework for planning and delivering
the activity as set out below, based on The National Archives case study in Section
2.
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5.3 Business development
Underpinning your new income generation strategy needs to be continuous process
of business development, which will focus your analysis of future opportunities and
help you calibrate your resources and efforts to those with most potential for growth.

5.4 Marketing
A key component of this will be your marketing strategy. If you’re an archive within a
large organisation like a local authority or university which doesn’t sell services
commercially or compete in markets like leisure and culture, you may already have
identified that you need your own capacity for marketing, particularly in the digital
sphere and with social media. Many local authority services are already using their
own websites and collaborating with others to attract customers. You also need to
think about what marketing disciplines will be most useful to you in reaching and
communicating with your customers.

5.5 How to choose between different sales opportunities
If you’ve established a sales strategy that involves selling services to other
organisations, you’ll do some marketing. But marketing is never enough; you’ll need
to target your potential clients; focus on the most promising opportunities; follow
them up; and keep pursuing them. You’re now starting to manage your sales
‘pipeline’.
A simple approach to managing your sales pipeline involves identifying ‘suspects’
(organisations that might be interested) and ‘prospects’ (organisations that you know
are be interested). To help judge which suspects and prospects to pursue,
commercial organisations use a ‘weighted pipeline’.
At its simplest, this involves deciding on the potential ‘value’ of the opportunity and
the ‘probability’ of you winning the work. A high value opportunity where you can’t
even get to talk to the client may be a lower priority than a lower value opportunity
where the client sounds quite enthusiastic.
It’s worth you (and any colleagues involved in selling) regularly keeping track of your
pipeline using a basic spreadsheet, which could look something like the table below:
Client
Company
A
Town
council

Opportunity Status
Value
Storage
Requested £50k
quote
Running
Second
£80k
their archive meeting.

Probability
40
20

Weighted Action
£20k
Write
quote.
£16k
Invite
to visit.

You will need to set some ground rules for how to judge the value and probability of
a prospect and what justifies increasing your rating of the probability of achieving a
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particular sale. However, it’s not a science. The value of managing your sales
pipeline is that it enables you to stay on top of your sales activities and to form a
judgement about where to focus your effort. The process of discussing the pipeline
also enables you to build your and your team’s commercial expertise.

5.6 Other issues to consider
Communicating with users and stakeholders
If you're proposing to change the ways in which existing services operate, or
increase charges, it’s important to have a strategy for communicating this through
your staff and volunteers to existing customers and other stakeholders like partner
organisations or charitable funders. During your initial research you should have
engaged these groups to include their perspective, but you may need to provide
information about the reasons for your decisions and how it will support the mission
of your archive or support core public or charitable services and the future of the
collections.
Procurement and contract monitoring
Procurement of services and contract monitoring will often be supported within larger
organisations by teams of specialists. However, even in local authorities and other
public bodies, these functions are subject to budget cuts, so it’s important to have a
grasp of the essentials of the rules which you will need to follow, including what
thresholds apply, how to manage the contract, what to do if something goes wrong,
and how to re-negotiate or re-commission work when the contract ends.
Reviewing your progress
Deciding how you are going to measure the success of your commercial activities
will be crucial. As suggested in the workflow above, you need to establish some
criteria, drawn from your options appraisal, for measuring progress, which give you a
reasonable margin for error. Capturing feedback from customers and staff will be
really important, and highlighting the positives as well as challenging areas of
weakness.
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Checklist - delivering your plan
 Project management – have you developed a workflow to deliver your project
systematically?
 Business development – can you integrate the assessment of future sales
opportunities as a continuous process in your future planning?
 Procurement and contracting – have you understood all the processes
relating to contracting with third parties and established robust monitoring
systems?
 Staffing – do you have the necessary staff resource and skills to deliver the
project within your team or across your partnership or consortium?
 Monitoring, review and evaluation – have you established criteria and points
for reviewing your progress and evaluating its success?
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Case study 8: Sharing the costs and benefits of collaboration
Organisation
Greater Manchester County Record Office is operated by Manchester City Council on behalf of
the Association of Greater Manchester Authorities (AGMA). Manchester City Council also
provides its own citywide archives and local history service, Manchester Archives and Local
Studies. The transformation of Central Library presented the opportunity to celebrate and
showcase Manchester’s original archive treasures, by bringing together these two archive
services based in the city centre and complementary partners into Archives+, a combined
archive offer for Manchester and Greater Manchester
Summary
Manchester's challenge has been to ensure the service is sustainable. A business plan and
commercialisation strategy came into effect in March 2014 when Manchester Central Library
reopened, exploring uses for the complex and how the building could be used to generate
income.
Scope
Manchester Central Library's prominent location attracts over 1.4 million visitors per year, so the
focus has how to turn these high numbers into income. This has included use of the library,
café, conferencing and room booking facilities, records management storage and a targeted
retail offer on site and online, and licensing images for commercial exploitation. Culturally,
managers have always had a strong commercial mindset, but the trick has been in encouraging
all staff to challenge their perceptions about what their job entails. Staff training has introduced
new thinking and got staff acting differently to sell products as part of the overall library offer.
What's unique
As part of the wider Greater Manchester joint working each of the ten councils' archive services
work in partnership to explore the potential for income generation. Manchester recognise that
reproduction fees, licensing and family heritage projects offer great potential, having recently
reviewed their reproduction fees and overall income generation strategy. They charge a
minimum £30 reproduction fee, to prevent financial losses due to the demand on staff time, and
focus on high end reproductions (£500+) for local media and commercial market which has
significantly increased income. There is potential for research fee and conservation income,
which is yet to be explored fully. Politically, there is an appetite to use archives to raise income,
but Members are keen to ensure free access for local residents and communities.
Results
Manchester are considering a range of new income streams, including generating birth and
death certificate income on behalf of the registrar, relicensing archiving records to the family
history market and expanding their retail offer. They welcome the opportunities that expanding
their partnership offers as part of its strategy to make Manchester Central Library the focal point
bringing local services together.
Key learning point
Kevin Bolton, Citywide Services Manager (Reform): "We try to keep things simple. We exploit
the collections that are clear of right issues and avoid wasting staff energy on solving intellectual
property problems. Our main challenge is embedding commercial expertise across the whole
service. We must think differently about how we retail our products; it's not our natural forte."
For further information
Kevin Bolton, Citywide Services Manager (Reform), Manchester City Council,
E: k.bolton@manchester.gov.uk / http://www.manchester.gov.uk/libraries
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Case study 9: Working with business – the first resort
Organisation
History of Advertising Trust (HAT) and Butlin's Archive. HAT, established in 1976, is a ‘cooperative’ of advertising industry and brand heritage records. HAT provides a range of
brand heritage management services to its corporate clients including Hovis, Heinz and
Vimto. The Butlin’s Heritage Collection contains a wealth of material used to support
brand marketing and as inspiration for resort redesign and new product development.
Summary
Butlin’s commissioned HAT to manage, catalogue and activate their collection in
preparation for their 80th anniversary in 2016. The project is designed to fulfil the following
business needs for Butlin's: to provide a safe and secure place to store Butlin’s archive
assets and protect their intellectual property rights for future commercial use.
Scope
As a charity, HAT recognises the changing fundraising landscape which is driving them to
move further away from a business model which is overly dependent on donated income.
HAT agreed a five year contract to store and manage the archive, with terms and
conditions for additional work which includes research, digitisation and curation. It's also
leading to other strands of work including merchandising development. HAT has
developed standardised pricing for research, digitisation and other services which are built
into the contract.
What's unique
HAT offers the company much more value than a commercial archiving company because
of the value it unlocks for the future profile and advertising of the company.
Results
The project has just reached the end of its first year, and the income and profit generated
for HAT has exceeded the original projection. This is because of the trust generated early
on which resulted in additional services being commissioned.
Key learning point
James Steward, Director, points to set of cultural behaviours which have been crucial "Managing expectations, working transparently and generating trust. It's crucial to
understand the customer's business need. The funding comes out of their marketing
budget, not specifically for archiving."
"This work has underlined the importance of shifting the image we project to the business
sector about what we do to reflect our commercial activity as well as the core educational
mission”.
For further information
James Steward, Director, HAT, E: James@hatads.org.uk / http://www.hatads.org.uk/
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Chapter 6 – Where to get help
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6.1 Getting advice from The National Archives
Cloud storage and digital preservation
Digitisation
Freedom of information
Fundraising for Archives programme
Intellectual property and copyright
Licensing
Licensing guidance – how to get a good contract with a commercial partner
Public sector commissioning
Re-using public sector information

6.2 Other sources of advice
Association of Independent Museums
http://www.aim-museums.co.uk/content/success_guides/
Locality
http://locality.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Income-Generation-for-Public-Libraries.pdf
Museums Association
http://www.museumsassociation.org/museum-practice/raising-income
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Appendix 1 – List of contributors
We are very grateful to the following people for their contributions towards the guide.
Steering Group - members
Isobel Hunter

The National Archives

Jane Anderson

The National Archives

Keith Sweetmore

The National Archives

Chris Mumby

The National Archives

Tamara Thornill

TFL Archive

Peter Evans

Sheffield Archives

James Stewart

History of Advertising Trust

Allyson Lewis

Essex Record Office

Sam Johnston

Dorset History Centre

Liz Harper

Royal Albert Hall Archive

Ellie Jones

Exeter Cathedral Archive

Anne Barwood

Exeter Cathedral Archive

Andrew Holden

Activist Group

Eric Bohl

Activist Group

Case study - interviewees
Chris Mumby

The National Archives

James Patterson

MACE

Allen Packwood

Churchill Archives

Peter Evans

Sheffield Archives

Shirley Jones

West Yorkshire Archive Service

Joanna Terry

Staffordshire

Allyson Lewis

Essex Record Office

Kevin Bolton

Manchester Archives+

James Steward

History of Advertising Trust
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Appendix 2 – Norfolk Record Office Activity-Based Costing
Step 1 – data gathering
Most of the raw data was easily available so it was quite a quick process. Storage
capacity was taken from CIPFA returns. Other data came from department budget
and payroll.
Step 2 – identify activities
Three main tasks were analysed to establish the cost of each: collecting records;
looking after records; and making records available. Each was then broken down,
e.g. a subdivision of 'looking after records' was 'storing records in the strong
rooms'. The formula for calculating this cost is shown in Appendix 2.
Cost of storing average box in NRO strong rooms =
(((cost of storage ÷ cubic storage capacity of strong rooms) x cubic capacity of one
unit of storage) ÷ number of shelves in one unit of storage) ÷ number of standard
boxes on a shelf
Cost of storage =
proportion of salary and on costs +
proportion of additional staff costs +
proportion of additional premises costs +
proportion of transport + proportion of equipment + proportion of materials +
proportion of ICT + proportion of printing and stationery+
proportion of premises and support services recharges + proportion of depreciation
Step 3 – allocate costs
Salary costs and on costs – divided by different activity.
For example:
• 7% of County Archivist’s time is spent on storing archives;
• 5% of senior conservator’s time spent on storage related activities
(monitoring, maintaining emergency response plan etc.);
• 5% conservator monitoring conditions and essential repackaging;
• 20% of the support services manager’s time;
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• 30% of a strongroom assistant’s time spent on reconfiguring storage in order
to create space;
• 10% of an attendant’s salary as they open and close the strongrooms at the
start and end of the day.
Each ‘subjective code’4 (from the expenditure account for 2014/5) was allocated into
broad headings for additional staff costs, additional premises costs, transport costs,
equipment costs, materials costs, ICT costs, printing and salary costs. Then the
spend on each of these subjective codes was allocated to the different activities and
sub-activities.
The drivers for this varied, including the ratios established by recharge and
depreciation calculations, staff time or direct analysis, for example, of maintenance
costs for equipment.
'Below the line costs' were then calculated, including premises and support services
recharges and depreciation.
Step 4 – calculate costs
Based on the above method, it was estimated it costs £2.81 per annum to store one
box (381 mm x 266 mm x 127 mm). Of this, £0.23 is controllable spend, £2.58 is
uncontrollable spend. While not a precise figure, we are confident it is closer to £2.81
than £0.28 or £28.10, and an appropriate level of accuracy for calculating our costs
and charges.

4

‘Subjective code’ is the term used for the category used to classify each type of expenditure in your
budgets. For example, there will be different subjective codes for ‘stationery’ and ‘training’.
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